Editorial

Is DISH Painful?

Diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) is a non-inflammatory condition characterized by new bone growth affecting cancellous and cortical bone and particularly targeting the enthesis, that region where ligament, tendon, annulus fibrosis, and similar structures insert into cortical bone. Criteria for diagnosis are based on the radiological presence of enthesial ossification\(^1,2\), principally in the spine, where the new bone growth of DISH is ubiquitous.

DISH is a common condition with prevalence rates that vary depending on the criteria applied and the population studied. Estimates range from 3.8% of men and 2.6% of women in a Finnish population-based study\(^3\), to 22.4% of men and 13.4% of women in an Israeli hospital-based study\(^4\). Its prevalence increases with age and hence with the aging population DISH will become more prevalent than before. There is a 2:1 male predominance in DISH, with severe radiological changes reported more commonly in males\(^5\). An association with obesity has been noted since the early description of the condition by Forestier and Rotes-Querol\(^5\), and over time, type 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome have also been identified as comorbid conditions\(^6,7\). The metabolic factors associated with DISH, despite decades of inquiry, still likely relate to insulin-associated growth factors and the effect of those factors on bone and entheseal growth plates\(^8,9\).

As the population ages and as the proportion of metabolically vulnerable persons increases, so will the prevalence of DISH increase. Will this emerging epidemic of DISH increase the musculoskeletal health burden? In particular, will there be more pain and disability due to this disorder?

Symptoms traditionally attributed to DISH include restriction in movement of spinal joints and entheseal-related pain when peripheral exostoses caused by DISH are traumatized. Whether the condition itself is a cause of significant pain and whether it is a true disease entity are issues that continue to be debated\(^10\).

A number of studies have examined populations of patients with DISH compared to controls in order to better define symptoms that might relate to this disorder. Mata, et al compared clinical and laboratory features of 56 patients with DISH with 43 patients with lumbar spondylosis and 31 healthy controls free from major musculoskeletal disease\(^11\). Patient questionnaires addressed pain, stiffness, and psychological and physical disability, the latter assessed by the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) physical disability scale. A comprehensive physical examination was performed that included fibromyalgia tender point count, joint count, and range of motion at the shoulders, hips, and spine. The authors found that patients with DISH were more likely to report dysphagia (secondary to anterior cervical osteophytes) and previous episodes of enthesial pain, and to experience ongoing spinal pain and stiffness. Patients with DISH had a reduction in spinal mobility, but there was no difference in the number of fibromyalgia tender points, which were uncommon in all 3 patient groups. The HAQ revealed more disability in DISH patients than healthy controls, but this was not different from the level of disability experienced by patients with lumbar spondylosis.

Schlapbach, et al studied 106 patients with DISH and 178 control patients, all admitted to hospital for reasons other than back pain\(^12\). A rheumatologist blinded to diagnosis administered a structured questionnaire to each patient concerning spinal pain in the preceding 6 months. No difference was found between the 2 groups in terms of reported pain at any spinal level. There was no assessment of stiffness in the questionnaire, however, and a physical examination was not performed. Using a similar technique, the same group found that shoulder hyperostosis predisposed to shoulder pain\(^13\), while elbow hyperostosis led to no significant increase in elbow pain in hospitalized patients\(^14\).

Most of these studies used diagnostic criteria for DISH based on the presence of new bone formation in the thoracic or lumbar spine, with care to exclude patients with degenerative disc disease or with features that would fit with inflammatory spinal disease. In this setting it is unclear whether DISH is painful in its own right.

See Nonarticular tenderness and functional status in patients with DISH, page 1911
DISH, however, does not occur as a pure condition in the majority of persons. It can coexist with a number of other age-related degenerative diseases, including degenerative disc disease, degenerative joint disease, particularly spinal facet-joint degenerative disease, and peripheral osteoarthritis.

In the spine the exuberant bone growth of DISH at entheseal areas and involving bone itself can add to established degenerative disease of discs and facet joints. For instance, facet-joint osteophytes coupled with new bone growth from DISH occurring in annulus fibrosis entheseal regions and bony growth in anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments plus the ligamentum flavum can all contribute to compromise of bony foramina designed to conduct neural structures from the spine to the periphery. Hence disorders such as spinal canal stenosis, intervertebral foramina narrowing with neural impingement, and osteoarthritis of the facet joint may all be more problematic in patients with DISH compared to those without. Myelopathy and quadriplegia can also occur. Dysphagia secondary to compression of the esophagus by large anterior cervical osteophytes is described in most series.

In the periphery an association between DISH and degenerative hip disease has been reported dating back over 30 years. Associations have also been noted between DISH and other osteoarthritic regions such as the interphalangeal joints of the hand as well as the knee, but better studies are required in this area. Additionally, as stated earlier, painful osteophytes in areas exposed to high mechanical trauma, such as the heel, are often associated with DISH. The metabolic correlates of DISH, particularly obesity, may compound the mechanical factors on involved weight-bearing structures.

In this issue of The Journal, Mader and colleagues examine other potential causes of pain and dysfunction in patients with DISH, namely the degree of nonarticular tenderness and its possible relationship to spinal hyperostosis. Using a comparator group of patients with osteoarthritis, they assessed fibromyalgia tender point counts as well as total tenderness score. DISH patients were found to have an increased total tenderness score, reflecting a lower pain threshold, and this score correlated with severity of thoracic bony bridges as graded on a scale of 0 to 4. This suggests a relationship between DISH radiological changes and pain mechanisms. An increased number of tender points and total tenderness score both correlated with poor functional status, as measured by revised HAQ. This was independent of body mass index, which is itself known to be associated with poor functional status. The well recognized association of metabolic syndrome with DISH was confirmed in this population.

While these findings are novel, the study would be more robust if the control group was matched for body mass index and waist circumference, rather than “osteoarthritis.” The effect of fitness and psychological distress on tenderness and function in DISH should also be determined. These factors will each influence tenderness and function in their own right. The patient group studied was also atypical in that 68.5% of DISH patients were female, while DISH is acknowledged to be a disease more common in males, and tenderness more common in females. In order to clarify these findings future studies will need to consider these biases.

Other studies have shown associations between spinal tightness and referred pain and tenderness. The implication is that in persons with restrictions of movement in the spine, particularly the low cervical and low lumbar areas where normal biomechanical factors exaggerate stress on spinal structures, there are resultant referred pain phenomena. Thus patients with DISH may have increased regional tenderness and tightness, and possibly pain, independent of the well described but infrequent neural complications of the disorder. Perhaps the patient with DISH is more vulnerable than others to comorbid degenerative spinal disease or the amplifying effects of unfitness or psychological distress on pain mechanisms. Based on the previous epidemiological studies and clinical observation it is currently difficult to know whether this possible mechanism has an important clinical effect.

The process of bone deposition and entheseal change in DISH is by itself asymptomatic. However, the overall effect of DISH acting on other musculoskeletal structures that are themselves undergoing degenerative change, such as discs and joints, can result in a variety of clinical consequences. In addition, the effect of DISH on spinal mechanical contributions to change in pain threshold and related pain mechanisms now needs to be considered.

These new potential DISH-associated mechanisms require further clarification, but once again focus interest on this most ancient and increasingly prevalent rheumatic disease.
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